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A History of British Murder

Week Two…

For our first lesson, we had an
introduction and brief overview of the
history of British murder. We read The
Five by Halley Rubenhold and watched
The Limehouse Golum. Both the book and
the movie provided insight to the
inappropriate fascination of serial
killers and murders at the time.
Sources of entertainment such as
Madame Tussaud’s “chamber of horrors”,
Broadsides (which featured news on
crime and details of excruciations),
and Penny Bloods (stories of blood,
prisons, and haunted castles) all
contributed to the growing fascination
of murder and crime.



Crime Dramas // Books

The Five 
by Hallie Rubenhold
The Five was about the victims of Jack the
Ripper. We discussed how the five women were
written off in history as prostitutes who had it
coming. The stories of their lives and life
circumstances were completely overshadowed by
the country’s fascination of the killer. The
book was unique in the sense that Jack was
hardly mentioned. Rubenhold told the stories of
each women beautifully, highlighting every
aspect of their history. She went into detail
about their families and their social
circumstances to help paint a picture of how
they ended up in the path of Jack. While so many
people will never take the time to learn about
these women, The Five allowed our class to
deeply analyze how these women were victims of
more than just Jack. They were victims of a
broken society that set them up for failure as
soon as they entered the world.



Crime Dramas // Books

The Limehouse Golem
The Limehouse Golum was about a ruthless serial
killer in Limehouse. This movie did a good job
exposing the consequence of fascinating over
murder to the point of it becoming a source of
entertainment. The movie revealed that the
public’s inappropriate obsession of the murders
made them just as guilty as the murderer. This is
because Lizzie’s obsession with the attention the
murders were getting is what fueled her to keep
killing. She wanted everyone to know that she was
the killer at the end. However, when the detective
found out that it was Lizzie, he refused to give
her the attention that she craved and instead let
the city think that it was actually her husband
who was the killer. At the end of the movie,
Lizzie’s story is written into a play which
further exposes society’s hideous flaw of being
obsessed with murder.



Satirical Cartoons 
on the 

Fascination of Murder



Tuesday, September 14, 2021Est. 2021 Week Two

GRC HEADS TO WHITECHAPEL

LAW AND ORDER IN THE UK NEWSPAPER

The Excursion
After reading The Five and learning about
the lives of the five victims of Jack the
Ripper, the GRC class went on a walk
through Whitechapel to visit the murder
sites of Mary Ann Nichols, Annie
Chapman, Elizabeth Stride, Catherine
Eddowes, and Mary Jane Kelly. Each of
the GRC students picked one of the
women to focus on and to speak about on
the excursion to Whitechapel. I chose to
share Elizabeth Stride’s story.

Elizabeth lived a very unfortunate life. She
was arrested on many occasions starting
with her first arrest for extramarital sex
and illegitimate pregnancy. She was
diagnosed with syphilis that same year and
had it for the rest of her life, along the the
awful mental toll that came with the
disease. Her life comprised of tragic events
ended September 30th, 1888.

Top Photo
The top photo is of the GRC group and Susan’s
guests at Elizabeth Stride’s murder site. At this
moment, I was sharing the life story of Elizabeth
and how she ended up in the path of Jack the
Ripper. Elizabeth came from a working class
family in Sweden that did not prioritize education.
Elizabeth and her sister were sent off to work as
servants to high-class families at a young age.
Elizabeth had to depend on men for support for a
large chunk of her life. The life circumstances that
she was born into set her up for failure in the
societal structure of her time.

Bottom Photo
The bottom photo shows an old workhouse in
Whitechapel. I was excited to be able to see one of
these because I had read about Elizabeth Price’s
experience with workhouses and the big role they
played in her life. It was exactly how I imagined it
to look. Elizabeth was in and out of workhouses
from the time she arrived in London until she was
murdered.



Gendered Geographies; British Noir

Week Three…

n



Detective Fiction, Crime Drama, and 
Complicated Women

Week Four…

Detective fiction is predominantly known as a male
genre, hence why we immediately picture a tall white
man in a trench coat holding a microscope when he
hear the word “detective”… or is that just me? We
also think of the job when we hear the word
“detective.” We absolutely don’t think of the home
life of said detective… right? But what happens when
we find out that the detective is not man, but
actually a woman. My personal experience with
watching detective shows with a woman detective is
that I’m not getting a Sheila Holmes who is all work,
no play, but rather a woman who is drowning in
complications with her home life- family issues,
relationship issues, personal flaws, ect. But why?
Why are women sleuths portrayed to be so complicated?



Books // Crime Dramas

Talking to the Dead
By Harry Bingham
While this was one of my favorite books of the semester,
it does have an unnecessary focus on gender… and not in a
progressive or satirical way. First, it is important to
note that the author is writing in the first-person
perspective of a woman. This is fascinating to me
considering he is a man. There are many moments in the
book where Fiona says something about the experiences of
being a woman. For example, she makes a mental comment
about women not being in on the jokes made in the
briefing meetings. Regardless of how accurate these
little moments are in the experience of woman, I do not
like the fact that they are sourced from a man’s mind.
Fiona is seen as unstable, unreliable, and even though
she is brave and successful in her investigation, she
breaks the rules and is constantly getting reprimanded by
her male boss. In other words, she is “complicated”.



Books // Crime Dramas

Vera
Vera is quite different from most woman
detective shows in the fact that Vera’s
gender and sexuality seem to be
invisible. While so many other female
led crime dramas and detective shows
focus on the personal flaws of the
women outside of work, Vera is a blunt,
work obsessed detective. All she cares
for is solving crimes and seeing
justice served. She seems to beat most
of the double binds- she speaks out and
is not shamed, she is not seen as
subordinate, and she is competent but
her femininity or lack there of stays
invisible.



LGBTQ in British Detective Fiction and 
Crime Dramas

Week Five…

"lesbians are particularly suited
to the crime novel because the
detective is both transgressive and
discounted by society. And we don't
actually have to do anything like
drink too much or be emotionally
screwed up to meet those criteria.
We just have to be ourselves."

The
“I Kissed a Girl, But I’m 

Still Straight”

The
“Manly Gay”

The
“Girls Behind Bars”

The
“Killer/Psycho 

Lesbian"

The
“Camp Gay Man”



Books // Crime Dramas

The Paying Guests 
By Sarah Waters
The Paying Guests was a great book and I’m
not just saying that because of the lesbian
love affair! I enjoyed the mischief that
the two women got up to together and I know
I do this a lot… but I’m going to connect
this to Killing Eve. While so many lesbian
shows and books focus on the sexual aspect
of the relationship, both The Paying Guests
and Killing Eve do not. I think this has to
do with the fact that Sarah Waters, the
author, is gay so while straight authors
writing lesbian stories might not know
anything beyond how to narrate the sexual
relationship of lesbians, Sarah actually
has first-hand experience to work with.

On October 5th, Lou and Mo came to class
to tell us about their experiences being
Lesbian in the Metropolitan Police. I
enjoyed talking to them a lot because
they gave me of insight to the
experiences of lesbians in the past and
what they have done for the LGBTQ
community. Mo was even a captain of the
Met which I thought was amazing. Not only
did she represent women in power, but she
also represented queer women in power.



Tuesday, October 5, 2021Est. 2021 Week Five

GRC HEADS TO VAUXHALL TAVERN

LAW AND ORDER IN THE UK NEWSPAPER

Excursion
The Excursion to Vauxhall Tavern was
not at all what I was expecting.
Supposedly October 5th was “Queer
Cabaret Night”. Now, my expectation
of a cabaret night is some good old
fashion singing. I was expecting a night
of drinks, perhaps some showtunes, and
maybe even Jazz! Boy was I in for a
surprise. Regardless, I had a fun time
with everyone and we even got the DJ
to play ABBA at the end of the night
because we were the last ones there.

When we went on the LGBTQ tour of
Soho for Amanda’s class, our tour
guide talked about Vauxhall Tavern. It
was cool to learn about the history of
the gay bar before going.

Top Photo
The top photo is of four of the
performers at Vauxhall Tavern. The
women on the was a poet and the
others were musical performers of
some type. I was definitely put out of
my comfort zone with what I
witnessed on stage. I have to say I
loved the confidence and energy
everyone brought, though.

Bottom Photo
The bottom photo is a candid of
Bobby and I watching the
performances at the bar. Bobby
remained enthusiastic about each
performance while I probably could
have hidden my surprise at what I was
watching a little bit more. It was an
entertaining night to say the least!



Week Six…
A History of The Justice System in 

the UK



Books // Crime Dramas

Line of Duty
The existence of an anticorruption unit within the
police force undermines the idea of the police
force as an intrinsic social good because it
acknowledges that there are crooked cops. A whole
unit dedicated to weeding out corrupt cops exposes
a flaw in the system. Line of Duty is one of a a
handful of crime shows that exposes the unjust side
of the justice system that so many other shows keep
hidden. I think that the depictions of police and
the justice system in crime dramas and murder
mysteries definitely influence the way we view
justice systems. A positive light that is often
shed on police officers in crime shows does not
come close to representing the true amount of
injustice they cause.



Tuesday, October 12, 2021Est. 2021

GRC HEADS TO THE OLD BAILEY

LAW AND ORDER IN THE UK NEWSPAPER

Week Six

The Excursion
Going to Old Bailey was quite interesting.
It surprises me still that barristers actually
wear powdered wigs. Not only that, but
they take pride in the wigs. Apparently, the
more old and worn a barrister’s wig is, the
more respect they are given. This is
because wigs are past down through
generations so if a wig is super worn in, it
indicates that the lineage of lawyers in a
family is long.

Another strange thing I noticed is the
superfluous amount of paper that is used
during court. Every person in the room had
at least 3 giant binders stacked with
documents. When the barrister would refer
to a document or conversation, the room
would go silent and all you would here was
paper flipping for a minute straight. I feel
like in this day and age, these documents
should be digital. If not to make things
easier, they should be made digital at to at
least save some trees.

Top Photo
The top photo of the Old Bailey court
building. The building itself is old but
beautiful. However, in my opinion the
inside is pretty bleak. The tunnel in the
photo is where we waiting to get into the
court in between entry times.

Bottom Photo
The bottom photo is of the case we sat in
on in the court. The case was way more
intense and interesting than I thought it
would be. It fit perfectly into the theme of
the class considering it was about a murder.
A man was being interviewed about his
whereabouts around the times of the
murder, phone calls he made and took,
about a gazillion different phone numbers,
and drug deals. It felt was like I was I win a
crime show.



Week Eight…
Gender, Ethnicity, and War



Books // Crime Dramas

Bletchley CircleSkeleton Road
By Val McDermid

Bletchley Circle opened our eyes to
what the code-breaking women during
the Second World War went through
after the war. These clever and
intelligent women who worked
tirelessly on a meaningful project
during the war were disregarded one
it was over and left to go back into
their humdrum lives at home. We see
in the show that the women are
itching to continue to work. We also
see their husbands treating them as
unintelligent because the important
work that the women did had to stay
secret.

The Imitation Game



Thursday, October 28, 2021Est. 2021

GRC HEADS TO BLETCHLEY PARK

LAW AND ORDER IN THE UK NEWSPAPER

Week Eight

Excursion
After watching Bletchley Circle and
The Imitation Game, we headed to
Bletchley Park to see everything we had
been learning about. Third was one of
my favourite excursions of the semester
because not only were we learning
about World War II in this class, we
were also talking about it in Amanda’s
history class. I became really interested
in Great Britain’s role of the war
because in the past, I had only learned
about America’s role.

It was fascinating to see a whole exhibit
of all of the work Alan Turing did in his
lifetime. It was also amazing to go into
the huts. One of them was made into an
exhibit focusing solely on the work
women contributed at Bletchley Park.
For example, the Wrens performed a
vital role operating the computers used
for code-breaking, including the
Colossus and Bombe machines.

Top Photo
The top photo is of an enigma machine. I have to
admit, I was pretty thrilled to be able to see it in
person after watching the imitation game. The enigma
machine was the mode of communication that the
German's used during the Second World War. They
would send codes informing soldiers of things like
locations of upcoming attacks. The Bletchley Circle
codebreakers worked tirelessly everyday to break the
code of the enigma.

Bottom Photo
The bottom photo is the GRC group in front of the
Bletchley Park sign just before we headed back to
London. At this point, I had seen everything at
Bletchley Park besides the upstairs of the mansion. I
was slightly disappointed because I was so impressed
by everything on the first floor that I wanted to see
more on the second. My favorite part of the Mansion
was the office of Alastair Denniston. Commander
Denniston was the commander who ended up bringing
Alan Turing onto the team of codebreakers during
World War II.



Crime & Punishment
Week Nine…

Photographs captured 
on November 4th, 2021

o Pictured on the right:
Me, in quarantine

o Pictured on the left:
GRC at the Tower of 
London (minus Sarah and 
me because we were in 
quarantine)



Race in British Mysteries and 
Crime Dramas

Week Ten…



Books // Crime Dramas

MacDonald and DoddsOne Way Out
By A. A. Dhand

One way out highlights race and
religion throughout the book.
Bradford, England is under attack by
an extreme nationalist group. In
order to weed out Muslim extremists,
the nationalists place a bomb in one
of the city’s mosques. The tests the
faith of the Muslims in the mosque
and puts immense pressure on their
whole community.

McDonald and Dodds showed coded 
racism and implicit bias regarding 
race. In the first episode, when 
Mr. Crockett meets McDonald and 
Dodds, he assumes that Dodds is 
the DC because of his identity as
a white male, next to McDonald’s 
identity as a woman of color. He 
also uses coded phrases like 
“people like you” and ”men like 
us” to imply gender and race. 



Gendered Geographies: The Village Cozy

Week Eleven…

A cozy is like a watered-down murder mystery show or movie. It has the crime, drama, and
sleuthing without the blood, gore, nudity, profanity, and all the other potentially
offensive extremities. Horror, thriller, and crime shows, and movies today expose how
desensitized younger people are to blood and gore. Personally, I love the intensity and
violence of movies and shows like this, but I do find myself having to look away anytime
someone is stabbed or if a needle comes on screen.

The audience of cozies are middle age and older, middle-class women. The women who solve
the murders are usually of this same demographic which provides a sense of familiarity
and relatability and even excitement through possibility for this audience. Like the
name suggests, cozies are set in cozy little communities. I think the normality and lack
of outside excitement is really what makes cozies so comforting. Cozies are kind of like
watching sitting in front of the fireplace with hot chocolate during a snowstorm.
Whatever craziness or stressors are going on outside your home or in your life, you can
always rely on the consistency of an interesting a mild murder mystery that a cozy
provides.



Crime Dramas

Midsomer Murders 
+

Agatha Raisin and the Quiche of Death

Both shows are classic British Cozies. In Midsomer
Murders, the show starts off with a death and a
detective must come into close-knit town to solve it.
Before the killer is caught, it seems like every other
character became a suspect first. The same was the
case for Agatha Raisin. She came into a small, close-
knit community in the Cotswolds and ended up involved
in a murder case. Similar to Midsomer Murders, it
seemed like every character we met could have been the
killer but at the end of both shows, it was the
character we least expected. I did not dislike either
show, but I did find them kind of cheesy. However, I
can see how they would be appealing to an audience
looking for a milder TV program to watch.



Social Class in British Detective Fiction 
and Crime Drama

Week Twelve…



Books // Crime Dramas

At Bertram’s Hotel
By Agatha Christie

This was one of my favorite books to read
for the class. I loved that it was set in
London because it made it easy to picture
the setting. The class aspect of the book
was interesting. For example, when Elvira
stole the diamond necklace, the jeweler did
not call the police to report it missing
solely because of her social class. She is
an heiress so he treated her with more trust
and discretion than if a middle-class
individual sole it. When she does bring it
back, he goes along with her lie so he does
not ruin his relationship with her as a
customer. This foreshadows her evading
conviction for murder at the end of the
book. Though written a long time ago, class
and income play a huge role in wrongful
conviction and acquittal.

Happy Valley

We see several examples of social class at work 
in Happy Valley. First, the boy who is wants to 
light himself on fire is high on drugs 
statistic lower income communities get hit the 
hardest by drugs and its social class that puts 
them in these situations. We also see crime out 
of desperation for money when Kevin tells 
Ashely to kidnap his boss’s daughter to 
blackmail him for money so that Kevin can pay 
for his daughters’ tuitions at a better school. 
Overall, we see an intersection of crime and
the victim of genders in the episode we watched 
in class. For example, Catherine’s daughter was 
raped but never officially caught and the 
daughter of Kevin’s boss was just collateral 
damage for the men’s desperation for money. 



Thursday, November 23, 2021Est. 2021

GRC HEADS TO MAYFAIR
Excursion
We took a tour of Mayfair and went
for high tea after reading At
Bertram’s Hotel. We were able to get
an idea of how the characters in the
book were living in regards to their
social class. Mayfair is extremely
posh. I really enjoyed walking around
and that is good because that is
probably the only thing I could afford
to do in the borough. All of the shops
were high-end and definitely out of
my price range. High tea was
fabulous too. Even though it is a
classist tradition, it was very nice to
spend an afternoon living like the 1%.
I especially enjoyed seeing Brown’s
Hotel, the supposed real-life
inspiration for Bertram’s

Left Photo
The photo on the left is me in
front of Brown’s Hotel. Brown’s
Hotel is said to be the inspiration
of Bertram’s Hotel in Agatha
Christies At Bertram’s Hotel.
Seeing the hotel in person was
pretty cool considering it was
exactly what I imagined
Bertram’s Hotel to look like
while I was reading the Book.

Right Photo
The photo on the right is the
GRC group in an arcade
walkway in Mayfair. All of the
stores in the arcade were
extremely posh. Many of the
store fronts had Diamonds and
other expensive jewellery on
display.

LAW AND ORDER IN THE UK NEWSPAPER

Week Twelve



Feminist Crime Drama
Week Thirteen…

Analyzing Killing Eve in reference to “Feminist Crime Drama” Lecture:

Most Feminist Crime Dramas Killing Eve

o Most protagonists are heterosexual

o Protagonists a rarely people of color

o While people of color populate investigative teams, 
they are rarely the central character

o Victims validated— position of the gaze shifts from 
the perpetrator to the victim

o Acts of sexual violence given social context—not 
seen as idiosyncratic, isolated individual acts

o Often has played critical role in bringing social 
issues into public domain, unsettling assumptions 
about law and order

o No- Villanelle is bisexual and Eve is bi-curious 

o No- One of the main characters is a person of 
color- Eve

o Yes- Elena, Jess, and Martin

o No- Villanelle’s victims come and go each episode
but gaze remains on her

o No acts of sexual violence

o Yes- murders of misogynistic men when they are 
trapped by Villanelle’s youth and beauty



Crime Dramas

Scott and Bailey
The episode of Scott and Bailey that we watched
felt like more of a soap opera than a crime drama
show. The significant amount of time allotted to
covering Rachel Bailey’s boy problems took away
from the detective aspect of the show. This falls
into the feminist issues list that we went over in
class regarding detective fiction and crime drama.
The “domestic” aspect of Bailey’s life was so
prominent that the crime of the episode was based
around her relationship situation. It is
interesting to me that all the shows I have seen
with Suranne Jones as a main character such as Dr.
Foster and Gentlemen Jack are circled around her
character’s domestic sphere more than anything
else. In Dr. Foster you find out that her
character, Gemma, is cheated on by her husband in
the first episode. Then, in Gentleman Jack, one of
Anne Lister’s main issues is finding a woman who
she will be able to settle down with in a world
which will not accept lesbians in society.



CASE 

CLOSED


